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§

Enablers for computable law: computer power

Computing 
power 
doubles 
every 1.5 
year
It grew 1 
million times 
since the 
50’s



§

Enablers for computable law: Communication

Information

exchanges

(1 Exabyte = 

1 billion 

gigabytes)



Enablers for computable 
law: Data

The amount of available data 
grows as storage cost goes down



Enablers for computable law: AI

More and more
Is done 
by intelligent machines

From Ray Kurzweil, the Age of Spiritual 
machines



AI takes off !



The first wave of computable law: legal sources



The first wave:  legal sources

Spiros Simitis 
(Germany)Renato Borruso

(Italgiure, Italy)

John Bing (Norway)John Horty (US): first
Legal IR system,  1959



Electronic legal sources

• Input: Legal sources (statutes, regulations, cases)

• Output:  retrieved/ranked documents

• Process: 
• boolean, statistical, conceptual search etc
• consolidation, visualisation



Legal sources

• First legal information systems
• National and federated systems

• The web as the largest legal database
• Conceptual-intelligent search
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What about IR and  judges?

• Legal information retrieval is an essential tool for a judge’s work
• AI can contribute (and is already contributing) to better legal 

information retrieval. Some advanced functions are available in 
commercial systems (e.g. Lexis-nexis or Westlaw)

• Ranking of retrieved documents 
• Citation networks
• Conceptual retrieval (ontologies)
• Selection  of most relevant fragments (semi-summarisation)
Further prospects for making legal documents retrievable and reusable 
for new decisions
• Better, deeper,  automated conceptual retrieval 
• Argument mining (extracting relevant arguments)

• Selection and ranking of most similar cases, and extraction of most 
significant fragments, arguments, etc.

•These functions are already implemented in existing systems, and use 
technogies to be mentioned in the following: ontologies, machine 
learning, clustering 



The second wave of computable law: man-made 
models of the law



The second wave of CL: man-made models of the law

Step one: modeling/formalisation

• Input: sources, cases, concepts, doctrines

• Output: computable models (knowledge base)
• Process: legal programming/knowledge representation

Step two

• Input: computable models of the law
• Output: Answers, legal qualifications, support to decision-making
• Process: Forward and backward rule chaining, deduction, defeasible 

reasoning, etc.



Legal concepts: ontologies



Rule-based systems in the law

• by the 1980s, a number of researchers had implemented working 
systems based on manually created logical representations of rules 
e.g., Sergot et al. (1986) (British Nationality Act) 

• difficulties of scaling the logic-based approach to the dimensions of 
complex, dynamic, real-world legal systems.

• These difficulties arise from two fundamental technical challenges:
1. efficient and verifiable representation of legal texts as logical 

expressions; and
2. evaluation of legal predicates based on facts expressed in the 

language of ordinary discourse. 



The British Nationality Act as a Logic Program

1-(1)  A person born in the United Kingdom after commencement shall be a British 
Citizen if at the time of birth his father or mother is:

(a) a British Citizen, or
(b) settled in the United Kingdom.

• Rule1:  X acquires british citizenship on date Y
IF X was born in the u.k.
AND X was born on date Y
AND Y is after or on commencement of the act
AND X has a parent who qualified under 1.1 on date Y.

• Rule2:  X has a parent who qualifies under 1.1 on date Y
IF X has a parent Z
AND Z was a British citizen on date Y

• Rule3:  X has a parent who qualifies under 1.1 on date Y
IF X has a parent Z
AND Z was settled in the u.k. on date Y.



The bright side

However,

• Many application in public administration

• New more powerful rule languages are available

• Better interfaces to handle queries and link data

E.g.: Oracle policy automation, Raap (regulation as a platform), Coherent 
Knowledge



Rules: Oracle Policy Automation



Explanations: Oracle Policy Automation



What about the judiciary and rule-based systems

Rule-based systems have have are significant for public administration, 
not so much for the judiciary:
• They only provides a simplified analysis of the law, appropriate when 

issues are uncontroversial and speed and accuracy are at state.

• Judges focus on controversial cases, where there is an issue to be 
addressed, concerning either the facts of a case, or the applicable law

In the algorithm driven society, judges should not be the mere appliers of 
algorithms, but rather their critical evaluators
• Address cases where rule-based systems provide no answer, or where 

the rules are questioned



From rules to argumentation-based system

H. Prakken T. Gordon D. Walton

PM Dung T. Bench-Capon K. Atkinson

B. Verheij

R. Loui



Mapping arguments



Assessing/presenting arguments
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Giovanni Sartor



What uses for judges?

Argumentation-systems include
• multiple rules, cases and principles, and 
• multiple ways to build arguments out of them and

• Methods for organise 

Have not yet been commercially successful in the legal domain
Possible uses in the judiciary
• For lawyers to present their argument
• For judges to understand the interaction of arguments presented by the 

parties
• On the top of system for extracting arguments and rules from cases



The third wave of computable law: data and machine 
learning





Data-centric approach

• In recent years, a new area of research has emerged that performs 
legal problem solving using knowledge induced from collections of 
legal documents or other large data sets. 

• Emergence of this data-centric approach coincided with development 
of techniques for statistical analysis of very large data sets, including 
large text corpora

• Machine learning (ML)
• Supervised: based on a training set (examples of input-output 

pairs). Once trained, the system will be able to provide 
correct answers for every new input

• Unsupervised: the system is provided with a set of inputs. 

• Legal Text analytics (or Legal analytics, or LA): ML applied to the 
analysis of texts containing relevant legal data



Law prediction/rule construction

Induce rule to "explain" data: Should defendant be released on bail?
Case Injury Drugs Weapon Prior-record Result

1 none no no yes yes
2 bad yes yes serious no
3 none no yes no yes
4 bad yes no yes no
5 slight yes yes yes no
6 none yes yes serious no
7 none no yes yes no

From Ashley and Gordon 2005 



Legal deep networks?



Data-centric approach

• proliferation of legal technology companies (more than 600 by one 
estimate), most focused on lucrative applications in litigation support.

• Main areas of recent data-centric applications:

1. document-oriented
2. case-oriented



1. Document-oriented approaches

Focused on the analysis of individual documents.

• Information extraction: the process of identifying named entities such as 
places, persons, organizations, dates, claims, etc., as well as extracting 
more complex information, such as events and narratives.

• Automated summarization: creation of summaries of case facts, 
decisions, and other legal documents

• Parsing statutory texts: automated conversion of statutory text to 
machine-interpretable rules 

• Predictive retrieval: real-time interactive retrieval of legal texts to 
operate predictively in the form of cognitive assistants.



Document-oriented approaches: automated 
summarization

Automated summarization: creation of summaries of case facts, decisions, 
and other legal documents

– Approaches:

• Abstractive summarization (AI-based approach that selects 
content appropriate for a summary and combines it into 
coherent text)

• Summarization of parenthetical descriptions (approach that 
harvests parenthetical descriptions that judicial opinions place 
after citation to another case, and assembles them in a single 
summary)



Abstractive summarization:
Legalrobot (legalrobot.com)



Summarization of parenthetical descriptions: Casetext
(casetext.com)



What uses for Judges

Such systems may be used to get better and quicker knowledge of cases, 
but also to improve and speed-up drafting
• Selection of most significant bits of previous cases
• Reuse of portion of previous documents in new ones

• Better  use of precedents
• Potential for improving readability of judicial decisions



2. Case-oriented approaches – Predictive systems

• Focused on the significant characteristics of cases considered as a 
whole, such as duration, costs, and potential awards or punishments, 
and probability of success of claims, motions, or other pleadings. 

• An area of particular interest is litigation assistance (i.e. providing 
information to improve probability of success at trial). Based on 
predictive systems dealing with:

• Factors unrelated to the merits of the case, such as the nature of 
the suit, attorneys, forum, judge, parties, etc.

• Factors related to the merits of the case, such as lexical features, 
events, narratives, procedural history, etc.



Predictive systems for legal advice: Lexmachina
(lexmachina.com)



Predictive systems for legal advice: Lexmachina
(lexmachina.com)



Predictive systems for legal advice: Premonition 
(premonition.ai)



Predictive systems for legal advice: Ravel Law 
(ravellaw.com)



Ross: IBM Watson as a lawyer (rossintelligence.com)



IBM Watson
ROSS is based on IBM Watson

• Trained on the correlation between questions
and answers on the basis of a vast data-sets of 
specific domain informations. The system can 
apply this knowledge to analyse new input 
questions and generate new possible
candidate answers through a broad search on 
large volumes of contents. 

• For each candidate answer a new hypothesis is
generated. 

• For each hypothesis, DeepQA tries to find
evidence supporting or refuting it. 

• The process results in a ranked list of candidate 
answers with a specific confidence score.

• The system self-updates, when new information 
is made available



ROSS: areas of application

AI Legal Search Engine: accepts questions in plain English and returns
answers based on legislation, case law, and other sources.
• It also monitors new materials added to the corpus that may be 

relevant to a user’s previous queries.

• As users submit new versions of a question, the system forms new links
between them and its pre-stored answer. In this way, Ross learns from 
user feedback.

Brief Analyzer (EVA): automated analysis of briefs
• The system processes the brief, creating hyperlinks to every case cited

in the brief; the system can also check the subsequent history of cited
cases, and find cases having similar language as the brief



ROSS AI Legal Search Engine



ROSS Brief Analyzer: List of Negatively Treated Cases



ROSS Brief analyzer: similar language



ROSS Brief analyzer: automated overview



What uses for judges 

Predictive systems anticipate the existing correlations between (sets of)  
features of cases and (1) decisions (2) factual forecasts

Systems  linking features and decisions are predictive for lawyers, They 
enable lawyers
- To anticipate chances of success (possibly reducing litigation)
- To select or search for aspects of the case that increase chance of 

success
- To develop they arguments
Such systems may be useful for judges 
• To have better awareness of trends in the case law
• To anticipate how a possible decision will stand in the context of the 

case law

Risks



Predictive systems - issues

Systems  linking features and factual forecasts may be useful to the extent 
that judicial decisions may be based on future forecasts (e.g. social risks, 
social benefits): 
- Problematic example: COMPASS (recidivism)



Cognitive computing legal apps

BRIDGING LEGAL TEXTS AND COMPUTATIONAL MODELS
• Use of ML to analyse legal documents
• Identify the portions of texts that contain the legal rules, legal holdings 

and findings of fact, arguments justifying conclusions, and explanations 
of reasons, as well as particular legal factors and evidence factors

• Support a cognitive computing collaboration with users. (Ashley 2017)

LUMINANCE (luminance.com)
• A complete platform for the analysis and automated annotation of 

legal documents, and anomaly detection

CLAUDETTE (CLAUse DETecTEr - claudette.eui.eu)
• An automated detector of unfair and unlawful clauses in online 

consumer contracts



Luminance: document annotation and anomaly detection



CLAUDETTE (claudette.eui.eu)
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